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Memory for Emotional Pictures in Patients with Alzheimer’s Dementia: Comparing Picture-Location Binding and Subsequent Recognition
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1. Introduction

There is abundant evidence that emotional events can be preserved in memory, even in patients with memory deficits. For example, amnesic patients could remember details of the terrorist attack of 9/11, 2001, while already suffering from profound anterograde amnesia at the time of the event [1]. This effect is generally referred to as the “emotional enhancement effect” [2]. Several experiments have shown that the emotional content of both pictures [3, 4] and words [5–7] facilitates subsequent memory for these items, although pictures evoke more arousal than words [8]. Furthermore, although enhancing effects of both valence (the subjective experience of a stimulus as positive or negative to a certain extent) [7] and arousal (physiological and psychological excitement evoked by the stimulus) have been demonstrated, most robust findings have been found when using highly arousing pictures (cf. [4]).

Fleming et al. [9] speculated that there may be an evolutionary advantage to not becoming overwhelmed by emotional stimuli at the time of the event, because it would interfere with survival instincts, but rather to recall and retain the information after a delay. Indeed, emotional arousal has been reported to impair task performance in a short-term memory task, but to enhance subsequent long-term memory for the emotional items compared with neutral ones [8]. Bower [10] suggested that emotional stimuli “consume” cognitive resources because of their attention-grabbing nature and
Therefore, emotional stimuli attract attention more quickly than neutral stimuli, suggesting that emotionally arousing stimuli attract attention and hamper short-term memory functioning. Evidence suggests that emotionally arousing stimuli attract attention and therefore hamper short-term memory functioning. Evidence suggests that emotionally arousing stimuli attract attention already in the early perceptual stages. For example, both young and older adults notice threatening stimuli (e.g., pictures of dangerous animals) more quickly than neutral stimuli [11] and spend more time looking at them compared with neutral pictures [12]. Mather and colleagues [13] have demonstrated that short-term memory for picture locations decreased as the emotional arousal of the pictures increased, while long-term recall was better for the emotional items, compared with the neutral ones. Their findings support the idea of a trade-off between (impairment of) short-term memory and (enhancement of) long-term memory.

However, contrasting findings have been reported about the effects of emotional arousal on binding processes, that is, the integration of different aspects of information, for example, object and location. Mather and Nesmith [14] demonstrated that picture-location memory performance was consistently better for arousing than for neutral pictures. Other studies have also shown superior memory for the colour or location of emotional stimuli compared to that of neutral stimuli [15, 16]. These findings are in contrast with the earlier report of Mather and colleagues [13] which showed impairment of picture-location memory for arousing pictures. To explain these contradictory findings, Mather proposed an object-based framework [17] with two components. The first component predicts that emotional arousal will enhance memory binding for within-object associations (e.g., object and location), but will impair or have no effect on between-object associations, in accordance with their recent findings [14]. The second component predicts that the attention-grabbing nature of emotional items will interfere with working memory when multiple bound representations have to be maintained simultaneously in working memory. In such situations, people could make conjunction errors (mixing up the features of different items) [18] because the limited working memory capacity is “overloaded” by the arousing information rather than elaborating on the association between picture and location. This latter suggestion could explain the results of the earlier study [13] in which four pictures of the same arousal level were shown rapidly (750 ms) and immediately after each other. In contrast, the studies showing enhanced location memory for arousing stimuli used a longer presentation duration with intervals between stimuli.

In patients with Alzheimer’s dementia (AD), the effects of emotional content on memory are under debate. AD is characterized by profound memory impairment already in the early stages of the disease, caused by atrophy of the medial temporal lobe, including the hippocampus and the adjacent amygdala [19, 20]. The degree of amygdala atrophy in early AD has been estimated at 36% [21]. Abundant evidence suggests that the amygdala, particularly the basolateral part, plays a crucial role in arousal-based, emotional memory enhancement (for a review see [22]), since it interacts with memory formation subserved by the hippocampus (i.e., “emotional tagging” [23]). In line with this, some studies have demonstrated that AD patients do not show memory enhancement for emotional pictures [24, 25]. In contrast, there are also studies that report relative sparing of memory for emotional verbal material in AD patients [9, 26–28]. These discrepancies may be due to differences in the methods and the materials that were used. For example, the studies that did not find emotional memory enhancement in AD [24, 25] used recognition tasks, whereas two of the studies reporting relative sparing of emotional memory [9, 27] used free recall tasks. Free recall may promote task engagement because it elicits a more active role for the participant, compared with answering only “yes” or “no” to presented stimuli. Possibly, task engagement is of particular importance in AD patients because they probably have more difficulty remembering the task instructions. Furthermore, Moayeri and colleagues [26] used a combination of visual and verbal material in a story format. This may promote a sense of personal involvement which may amplify the effect of emotion on memory. Indeed, personal involvement may be of particular importance in emotional memory enhancement in AD patients, since Mori and colleagues [28] have shown that AD patients who experienced the Kobe earthquake in 1995 were able to recall details about personal events during the earthquake quite well, whereas nonpersonal, factual knowledge was poorly recalled.

In sum, while there is evidence for an enhancing effect of emotional content on memory in general, different reports of emotional enhancement in picture-location binding exist. In addition, to our knowledge, there have been no studies to date that have assessed picture-location binding for emotional versus neutral stimuli in patients with AD. The aim of this study is to investigate picture-location memory and subsequent (delayed) recognition memory for emotional stimuli (positive, negative, and neutral) in patients with mild to moderate AD, compared with matched healthy older controls and younger controls. Because of the cognitive problems associated with AD, we chose for an immediate cued recall paradigm, combined with a recognition (rather than free recall) paradigm, using visual stimuli. Participants were instructed to remember the locations of nine pictures during presentation and to relocate them immediately afterwards. Subsequently, an old/new delayed recognition paradigm was used to test long-term memory formation for the pictures presented in the first task. We predicted that emotional content would enhance picture-location binding in the healthy participants, consistent with the findings of Mather and Nesmith [14], Nashiro and Mather [29] and with the first component of the object-based framework [17]. In addition, we expected better recognition of emotional pictures by the control groups in the delayed recognition task, compared with neutral pictures. We hypothesized that none of these emotional enhancement effects would be found in AD patients, because of the suspected atrophy of the amygdala that diminishes its functioning and possibly undermines the effects of emotional arousal (cf. [25]). Accordingly, AD patients would both relocate and recognize the emotional pictures as accurately as the neutral pictures. Moreover, we expected the control groups to perform better than the AD patients, and the younger controls to perform better than the older controls.
2. Method

2.1. Participants. Twenty-three patients with early AD (11 men) were recruited through the outpatient treatment clinic at the Geriatrics Department of Radboud University Nijmegen Medical Centre, the Netherlands. Patients could be included if they fulfilled the NINCDS-ADRDA criteria [30] for probable AD (mild to moderate stage; Clinical Dementia Ratings 1-2). All diagnoses were made in a multidisciplinary setting, supported by clinical history, physical examination, neuropsychological assessment, cerebrospinal fluid abnormalities, and/or neuroradiological findings (MRI n = 13; CT n = 10). Consequently, all patients also fulfilled the recently developed research criteria for AD [31]. Exclusion criteria were dementia of other types, other neurological complications (confirmed by MRI and CT scans), for example, cerebrovascular accident, traumatic brain injury, or Korsakoff’s syndrome; psychiatric history, for example, major depressive disorder unrelated to AD, anxiety disorder, or schizophrenia; and current signs of depression, that is, a score >6 on the Geriatric Depression Scale-Short Form (GDS-15; [32]).

Twenty-three healthy older participants matched for age and educational level (11 men) were recruited from the investigators’ social network and acquaintances. Most of them were living in a rural area or small village. All were community-dwelling older people who were living independently at home. People from different socioeconomical classes were recruited. Additionally, 23 younger control participants were recruited (10 men) from Radboud University Nijmegen (undergraduate college students). Exclusion criteria for the control groups were subjective cognitive complaints (self-report), scores below 26 on the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE; [33]), a history of neurologic or psychiatric disease, and current depressive symptoms. All participants had normal or corrected to normal vision and hearing and were Dutch-speaking. Premorbid intelligence levels were estimated using the Dutch version of the National Adult Reading Task [34, 35]. Table 1 shows the demographic variables, educational level, MMSE, GDS-15, and NART-IQ scores of the three groups. Educational level was based on the classification of Verhage [36] which ranges from 1 (less than primary school) to 7 (academic degree). The study was performed in accordance with the ethical standards laid down in the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki, and only competent AD patients were selected to participate [37]. The research protocol was approved by the human research ethics committee (CMO region Arnhem-Nijmegen no. 2008/113), and informed consents were obtained for all participants.

2.2. Procedure. For the picture relocation task, participants were seated in a comfortable chair, approximately 50 centimetres in front of a touch-sensitive screen (ELO AccuTouch 220, 21 inch) connected to a laptop (Compaq Presario V5000) containing Windows XP home edition. All pictures were presented using the Object Relocation software [38]. First, a 3 × 3 grid was presented (18 × 18 cm) on the computer screen, in which nine pictures (5.5 × 5.5 cm each) were presented sequentially for 1500 milliseconds in a random-generated order, with a total duration of 13,500 milliseconds (see Figure 1 for a schematic representation of the picture relocation task). We used a presentation duration of 1500 ms instead of 1000 ms, which was used by Mather and Nesmith [14], to take a possible age-related decline in information-processing speed in our older participant groups into account. One practice trial was presented with nine neutral pictures, and four experimental trials with three neutral, three positive, and three negative pictures. The pictures comprising each experimental trial had been randomized using computerized random generation, resulting in 12 versions of the task with different picture combinations (within the set of 36 pictures) across trials. Consequently, no more than four participants received the same version (two versions per group).

Participants were instructed to remember the locations of the pictures in order to relocate them afterwards. Immediately after presentation in the grid, five pictures appeared above and four below the empty grid and participants were asked to place the pictures at their original locations by first touching the picture and then touching the box in which they thought it had been presented, after which the picture appeared in that box. The boxes remained filled after the pictures were relocated. The relocation phase was self-paced with no time restriction, and participants were allowed to correct errors. Instructions (or parts of it) were repeated when necessary. Participants were not informed about the delayed recognition task.

The delayed recognition task was administered approximately ten minutes after the picture relocation task. During the period in between, only a nonemotional visuospatial task and a verbal intelligence task were administered, which did not interfere with the emotional picture-location task. Participants were again seated in front of the touch screen. The 36 pictures from the picture relocation task combined with 36 new distracter pictures (72 in total) were presented one by one in a randomized order. The pictures were shown twice as large as in the picture relocation task (11 × 11 cm each). Participants were asked to indicate whether they had already seen the picture (“yes” response) or not (“no” response). The experimenter showed the next picture as soon as a clear answer was given. See Figure 2 for a schematic representation of the delayed recognition task. There was no time limit for answering, but the response procedure was forced-choice in case of hesitation. Participants were allowed to change their response to the previous item only. Instructions were repeated when necessary.

2.3. Stimuli. The pictures that were used in the experiment were selected from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS; [39]). This is a large set of standardized, emotionally evocative, internationally accessible, colour photographs that include contents across a wide range of semantic categories. It is developed and distributed by the NIMH Centre for Emotion and Attention (CSEA) at the University of Florida in order to provide standardized materials for researchers studying emotion and attention. Lang and colleagues [39] had students rate each picture on valence, arousal, and dominance, resulting in a mean value (between 1 and 9) for
Table 1: Demographic variables, MMSE, GDS-15 and NART-IQ scores in the AD group, the older control group and the younger control group (N = 69).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>AD patients (n = 23)</th>
<th>Older controls (n = 23)</th>
<th>Young controls (n = 23)</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male/female</td>
<td>11/12</td>
<td>11/12</td>
<td>10/13</td>
<td>Overall: $\chi^2 = .117$, $P = .94$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NART-IQ$^a$</td>
<td>88.13 ± 22.01</td>
<td>91.30 ± 16.87</td>
<td>99.04 ± 9.07 (range 80–115)</td>
<td>Overall: $F(2, 66) = 2.55$, $P = .09$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational level (1–7)$^b$</td>
<td>4.0 ± 1.6</td>
<td>4.3 ± 1.0</td>
<td>6.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>AD versus older: $F(1, 44) = .580$, $P = .45$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>77.2 ± 4.5</td>
<td>78.9 ± 5.4</td>
<td>22.5 ± 2.9 (range 19–30)</td>
<td>AD versus older: $F(1, 44) = 1.34$, $P = .25$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE score$^c$</td>
<td>22.0 ± 3.9</td>
<td>28.7 ± 1.2</td>
<td>N.a.</td>
<td>AD versus older: $F(1, 44) = 45.81$, $P &lt; .001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDS-15 score$^d$</td>
<td>2.1 ± 1.5</td>
<td>1.3 ± 1.3</td>
<td>N.a.</td>
<td>AD versus older: $F(1, 44) = 4.14$, $P &lt; .05$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Numbers following ± represent standard deviations from the mean (preceding number); n.a.: not applicable. $^a$NART: National Adult Reading Test; $^b$Classification by Verhage [36]; $^c$MMSE: Mini Mental State Examination; $^d$GDS-15: Geriatric Depression Scale, 15 items.

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the picture relocation task.

Figure 2: Schematic representation of the delayed recognition task.

Each dimension, using the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM), an affective rating system devised by Lang et al. [39]. In this system, graphic figures depicting valence, arousal, and dominance dimensions on a continuously varying scale are used by participants to indicate their emotional reactions.

In this study, only the valence and arousal dimensions have been considered in the selection of a suitable picture set. For the picture relocation task, 36 pictures were chosen (12 neutral, 12 positive, and 12 negative). In this system, graphic figures depicting valence, arousal, and dominance dimensions on a continuously varying scale are used by participants to indicate their emotional reactions.

In this study, only the valence and arousal dimensions have been considered in the selection of a suitable picture set. For the picture relocation task, 36 pictures were chosen (12 neutral, 12 positive, and 12 negative). Nine additional neutral pictures were selected for the practice trial. The pictures were cut into squares (containing the essential visual information) in order to fit into the grid. For the delayed recognition task, 36 pseudorandomly selected distracter pictures of similar visual complexity that are visually distinct from the target pictures (12 neutral, 12 positive, and 12 negative) were added to the set. Statistical analysis was done to investigate
the psychometric attributes of the total picture set, using the ratings from the study of Lang and colleagues [39]. Pairwise comparisons showed that there was a difference in arousal ratings between neutral (m = 2.56 ± sd = 0.34) and negative (6.03 ± 0.63) pictures (P < .001) and between neutral (2.56 ± 0.34) and positive (6.00 ± 0.65) pictures (P < .001). Positive and negative pictures were equally arousing (P = .82). Furthermore, there was a significant difference in valence across the positive, negative, and neutral picture groups (all P-values <.001), the positive pictures being rated as most pleasant (7.24 ± 0.66), with the negative pictures as least pleasant (2.95 ± 0.81), and the neutral pictures (5.18 ± 0.46) in between. Analyses for the subset of the pictures used in the relocation task yielded highly similar results and represent the desired psychometric attributes. Analyses comparing the target versus distracter pictures showed no difference on arousal (m = 6.2 versus 5.9; P = .33) or valence (2.9 versus 3.0; P = .98) for the negative pictures, no difference on arousal (m = 5.9 versus 6.1; P = .61) or valence (m = 7.2 versus 7.3; P = .77) for the positive pictures and no difference on arousal (m = 2.7 versus 2.5; P = .16) or valence (m = 5.2 versus 5.1; P = .77) for the neutral picture sets. Although the positive and negative pictures have higher ratings on the arousal dimension compared with neutral pictures, only the term “valence” is used in the current paper to distinguish the three emotion dimensions (i.e., positive, negative, and neutral).

3. Results

In all analyses, an alpha level of 0.05 was used, partial Eta squared (η²) was reported for analyses of variance, and Cohen’s d was reported for t-tests to indicate the effect sizes.

3.1. Picture Relocation. To evaluate performance on the picture relocation task, we first calculated the mean relocation distance (in mm) between the original and chosen location of the three pictures of one emotional category within a trial (e.g., the mean relocation distance of the three positive pictures of trial 1). These scores were then averaged over the four experimental trials, resulting in three scores per participant (mean neutral, mean positive, and mean negative). Figure 3 shows the mean relocation distance scores for the three valence dimensions in the AD group and control groups.

A 3 × 3 repeated measures ANOVA was conducted with group (AD, old controls, young controls) as between-subject variable, valence (positive, negative, neutral) as within-subject variable, and relocation distance as dependent variable. There was a significant main effect of group (F(2, 66) = 104.51, P < .001, η² = 0.76). The mean relocation distance was lower (indicating better performance) for the young controls compared with the older controls (F(1, 44) = 52.51, P < .001, η² = 0.54) and compared with the AD patients (F(1, 44) = 331.01, P < .001, η² = 0.88). The older controls also performed better than the AD patients (F(1, 44) = 35.15, P < .001, η² = 0.44). No main effect of valence was found (F(2, 66) < 1, P = .44, η² = 0.03). Averaged over the groups, positive, negative and neutral pictures were relocated equally well. However, there was a significant group × valence interaction (F(4, 130) = 2.55, P < .05, η² = 0.07). Subsequent analyses showed that in the AD group, there was a difference in mean relocation time between the valence categories (F(2, 21) = 4.47, P < .05, η² = 0.30). In the healthy older participants, no effect of valence on relocation was observed (F(2, 21) < 1, P = .84, η² = 0.02). In the young controls, we found a trend towards an effect of valence (F(2, 21) = 3.06, P = .07, η² = 0.27). Paired-sample t-tests showed that AD patients performed relatively better in relocating positive compared with neutral pictures (t(22) = 2.82, P ≤ .01, d = 0.74) and negative pictures (t(22) = 2.48, P < .05, d = 0.71). Relocation of neutral and negative pictures did not differ in the AD patients (t (22) < 1, P = .71, d = 0.10). In the young control group, negative pictures were relocated better than neutral pictures (t(22) = 2.04, P ≤ .05, d = 0.29) but not compared with positive pictures (t=22) = 1.96, P = .06, d = 0.37). Relocation of positive and neutral pictures did not differ in the young control group (t(22) < 1, P = .87, d = 0.03).

3.2. Delayed Recognition

3.2.1. Discriminability. For data analysis of the delayed recognition task, the proportion of hits (correctly responding “yes” to old pictures) and false alarms (incorrectly responding “yes” to new pictures) were calculated. Table 2 shows the mean number and proportion ± standard error of hits and false alarms for positive, negative, and neutral stimuli in the AD and control groups. Participants’ ability to correctly recognize old pictures and reject new ones (discriminability) was assessed in terms of the d’ statistic [40], which reflects the probability (Z-value) of hits minus the probability of false alarms. The Z-values for maximal and minimal recognition were set at 3.0 and −3.0 to
Table 2: Mean number ± standard deviation (proportion ± standard deviation) of hits and false alarms for positive, negative, and neutral stimuli in the AD and control groups. Maximum per category = 12.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Valence</th>
<th>AD group (n = 23)</th>
<th>Older controls (n = 23)</th>
<th>Young controls (n = 23)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hits</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>7.74 ± 2.91 (.64 ± .24)</td>
<td>10.00 ± 1.76 (.83 ± .15)</td>
<td>10.91 ± 1.41 (.91 ± .12)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>6.48 ± 3.26 (.54 ± .27)</td>
<td>9.61 ± 2.61 (.80 ± .22)</td>
<td>10.83 ± 1.19 (.90 ± .10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>8.57 ± 2.86 (.71 ± .24)</td>
<td>9.91 ± 2.23 (.83 ± .19)</td>
<td>10.74 ± 1.05 (.89 ± .09)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>False alarms</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>4.00 ± 3.26 (.33 ± .27)</td>
<td>1.22 ± 1.35 (.10 ± .11)</td>
<td>0.70 ± 1.11 (.06 ± .09)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>3.70 ± 2.84 (.31 ± .24)</td>
<td>1.17 ± 1.59 (.10 ± .13)</td>
<td>0.48 ± .59 (.04 ± .05)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>3.96 ± 3.80 (.33 ± .32)</td>
<td>0.74 ± .86 (.06 ± .07)</td>
<td>1.00 ± 1.21 (.08 ± .10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Avoid artificially accentuated group differences that would be caused by a disproportionately high Z-value associated with a probability near 0.0 or 1.0.

Figure 4 shows the recognition discriminability scores ($d'$) for the AD group and control groups. We performed a repeated-measures ANOVA with group as between-subject variable (AD, old controls, young controls), valence (positive, negative, neutral) as within-subject variable and discriminability ($d'$) as the dependent variable. There was a significant main effect of group ($F(2,66) = 53.77, P < .001, \eta_p^2 = 0.62$). The young controls discriminated the old pictures from the new pictures more accurately than the older controls ($F(1,44) = 4.49, P < .05, \eta_p^2 = 0.09$) and the AD group ($F(1,44) = 122.25, P < .001, \eta_p^2 = 0.74$). The older controls also had higher discriminability scores than the AD patients ($F(1,44) = 52.76, P < .001, \eta_p^2 = 0.55$). There was no main effect of valence ($F(2,65) = 1.33, P = .27, \eta_p^2 = 0.04$), but there was a significant group x valence interaction ($F(4,130) = 2.56, P < .05, \eta_p^2 = 0.07$). Subsequent analyses showed that in the AD group, there was a trend towards an effect of valence ($F(2,21) = 3.31, P = .06, \eta_p^2 = 0.24$), while no effect of valence was found in the healthy older controls ($F(2,21) = 1.10, P = .35, \eta_p^2 = 0.10$) or young controls ($F(2,21) = 1.22, P = .32, \eta_p^2 = 0.10$). Post hoc comparisons showed that AD patients specifically recognized the neutral pictures better compared with negative pictures ($t(22) = 2.64, P < .05, d = 0.62$), but not compared with positive pictures ($t(22) = 1.69, P = .12, d = 0.32$). There was no difference in the recognition of positive versus negative pictures in the AD group ($t(22) = 1.67, P = .11, d = 0.38$).

3.2.2. Response Criteria. In addition to the discriminability measure $d'$, response criteria ($c$) were calculated [40]. Response criteria reflect the probability that a participant will respond “yes”, irrespective of whether the stimulus is old or new. A lower value of $c$ indicates a more liberal response criterion (i.e., being more likely to say “yes”, thereby increasing the number of hits and false alarms), while a higher value of $c$ indicates a more conservative response criterion.

Table 3 shows the response criterion values ($c$) and standard errors for positive, negative, and neutral pictures in the AD and control groups. A repeated measures ANOVA with group (AD, old controls, young controls) as between-subject variable, valence (positive, negative, neutral) as within-subject variable, and response criterion ($c$) as the dependent variable was conducted. There was no main effect of group ($F(2,66) < 1, P = .83, \eta_p^2 = 0.01$), but there was a significant main effect of valence ($F(2,65) = 3.60, P < .05, \eta_p^2 = 0.10$). Paired-sample t-tests showed that response criteria were higher (more conservative) for negative compared with neutral pictures ($t(63) = 2.63, P < .01, d = 0.19$), but not compared with positive pictures ($t(63) = 1.55, P = .13, d = 0.16$). Response criteria for positive versus neutral pictures also did not differ ($t(63) < 1, P = .77, d = 0.03$). There was no group x valence interaction ($F(4,130) = 1.22, P = .31, \eta_p^2 = 0.04$).

4. Discussion

In this study, the emotional enhancement effect was investigated using two different memory paradigms: a picture relocation task designed as a measure for visuospatial short-term memory and an old/new delayed recognition task. We were interested in the performance of patients with AD on these tasks compared with matched, healthy older adults, and younger adults.

The mean relocation distance in the picture relocation task was larger (reflecting poorer performance) in the AD group compared with the healthy older group. The healthy older adults also performed worse than the younger controls.

Figure 4: Recognition discriminability ($d'$) for positive, negative and neutral pictures in the AD and control groups. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
In general, older persons seem to have more difficulties scoring in AD patients compared with healthy older persons [41]. In general, older persons seem to have more difficulty binding features together [29, 42, 43] and/or maintaining bound presentations in short-term memory [29, 44] than younger persons. Nashiro and Mather [29] showed that both young and older adults recalled more arousing than neutral pictures (item memory), whereas only young adults had better location memory for arousing compared with neutral pictures. Possibly, binding deficits in older people overrule the emotional enhancement effects that were seen at the level of item memory. In our sample, there was no main effect of valence on picture relocation. Healthy participants relocated positive, negative, and neutral pictures equally well, except for a trend in the young control group indicating that they might have benefited from negative content during the relocation task. In contrast with our expectations, however, AD patients showed an emotional enhancement effect for positive pictures, compared with neutral and negative pictures. Indeed, there is evidence for a shift towards positive information in attention and memory, as people age [45–47]. In our study, such a positivity bias was only seen in the AD group. A similar memory bias for positive pictures in AD patients has been reported by Hamann et al. [25] using an immediate free recall task. A possible speculation could be that amygdala atrophy particularly affects the effect of negative arousal on memory, relatively sparing positive emotional memory. One of the limitations of this study is that we could not collect volumetric data on amygdala atrophy. In future studies, it would be interesting to investigate whether amygdala atrophy correlates with a memory bias for positive information. Given the scarce amount of literature on this specific issue, more research is needed to replicate current and previous findings.

In the delayed recognition task, AD patients showed impairment in discriminating previously seen (old) pictures from new (distracter) pictures compared with healthy control participants. Similarly, older controls had lower discriminability scores than younger controls. Again, these results indicate an impairment associated with AD as well as an age-related impairment in discriminability. Averaged over the groups, pictures with positive, negative, and neutral content were discriminated equally well. Our hypothesis that emotional arousal would facilitate long-term recognition memory in the healthy control groups (e.g., [3, 4]) was not supported. However, a significant interaction effect was found. A trend indicated that only AD patients’ recognition memory was affected by valence. More specifically, they showed superior recognition of neutral compared with negative pictures. This finding does not support our hypothesis that AD patients’ recognition would not be affected by emotional content. Instead, it suggests the opposite of emotional enhancement (an “emotional impairment effect”) in AD patients, when considering neutral versus negative pictures. This is in accordance with the findings of Hamann et al. [25] who also reported better (although not significant) recognition of neutral compared with negative and positive pictures in AD patients.

In all our groups, more conservative response criteria were observed for negative compared with neutral pictures. In other words, all groups were less inclined to respond “yes” to negative pictures than to neutral pictures in the recognition task. In the AD group, this conservative response criterion for negative stimuli may account for our finding that negative pictures were recognized least accurately. Possibly, the responses to the pictures during the recognition task were based on the patients’ valence estimates rather than their memory for these items, for example, because the AD patients had difficulty remembering what kind of response was expected from them (i.e., recognition of items) due to diminished task engagement.

The absence of a memory enhancement effect in the long-term memory task needs further investigation. A possible explanation is that the process of memory consolidation requires a longer period than ten minutes, which we used in this study. Different timescales for the consolidation process have been proposed, ranging from thirty minutes to several months [2]. Although enhancing effects of emotional content may only be found after a minimum of thirty minutes, we chose for ten minutes because we expected that otherwise, the cognitive limitations in our study population would lead to floor effects. Furthermore, the recognition task was based on incidental learning rather than intentional learning. Although retention performance can be lessened by incidental learning, we did not find indications for floor effects. Only in the AD group, discriminability for negative pictures did not differ from chance level, but the other valence categories were discriminated above chance level.

There are other methodological issues to consider as well. First, our pictures may not have been sufficiently arousing. One could question whether the use of student ratings for the selection of the picture set is suitable to the older participant groups. There are studies reporting that age does not affect subjective arousal and valence ratings to IAPS pictures (e.g., [25, 45]) or that older participants have even higher arousal ratings and more extreme valence ratings [48]. However, physiological reactions such as heart rate deceleration and corrugator electromyogram (related to a facial muscle used during frowning) in response to highly arousing IAPS pictures (including erotica and threatening faces) have been found to be weaker in older compared with younger participants [48]. In our sample of older participants, physiological reactions to the emotional pictures may have been even weaker, since we chose not to use highly arousing pictures because of our vulnerable participant group. This age-related decrease in physiological reactions to emotional stimuli

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Valence</th>
<th>AD group</th>
<th>Older controls</th>
<th>Young controls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(n = 23)</td>
<td>(n = 23)</td>
<td>(n = 23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c positive</td>
<td>0.04 ± 0.18</td>
<td>0.11 ± 0.10</td>
<td>0.01 ± 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c negative</td>
<td>0.19 ± 0.17</td>
<td>0.15 ± 0.10</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c neutral</td>
<td>−0.04 ± 0.17</td>
<td>0.14 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.02 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
could provide an explanation for the absence of an emotional enhancement effect in the recognition task. However, it does not explain the absence of emotional enhancement in our young participants.

Second, we presented the pictures for 1500 ms without interstimulus intervals during the relocation task. It is possible that the relatively fast presentation rate required participants to keep multiple bound representations simultaneously in mind. According to the second component of the object-based framework [17], this may have caused interference with working memory and may have led to conjunction errors. The absence of emotional enhancement may also have been caused by information overload in our study. The impairing effect that was found in the study of Mather and colleagues using multiple arousing stimuli [13] may not have been observed in our study since our trials consisted of a combination of neutral, negative, and positive pictures.

A third limitation is that we did not ask people to describe what they saw. They may not always have understood the content of the picture, which may have decreased the emotional impact of the picture. The pictures may also have been too small to elicit strong effects on emotional arousal. This could account for the absence of an emotional enhancement effect in both the relocation task and the recognition task.

Finally, it is difficult to know whether the performance of the AD patients in the relocation task was at floor level, since we do not know which responses reflect the worst picture-location memory. For example, would relocating a picture in the opposite corner of the $3 \times 3$ grid be a more accurate response than the middle box? The first response reflects at least the association between the picture and a corner, while the box in the middle would share less similarities with the correct location. The latter would result in a lower mean distance score (reflecting a better performance). This is even more complicated by the fact that participants had to take into account all nine pictures in a composite configuration, in which one error always implied another. Therefore, future studies aimed at replication should directly compare tasks based on multiple choice answers (e.g., as was done by Mather and Nesmith [14]) with tasks similar to the one used in the current study, in which participants have to recall the original location.

In conclusion, this study examined picture-location memory for emotional stimuli in AD patients. Our results showed that AD patients benefited from positive content in short-term picture-location memory, while both young and older healthy adults did not show enhancement for emotionally arousing information. Additionally, no effects of emotional picture content on delayed recognition were observed in this sample. Our results are not in agreement with other findings on emotional memory in healthy adults, suggesting that the emotional enhancement effect is sensitive to differences in task requirements and levels of cognitive functioning. In future studies, it would be interesting to investigate the attentional processes involved in emotional memory, for example, using eye-tracking methods. Furthermore, inclusion of volumetric amygdala measures in AD patients would provide further insight into the neurocognitive processes involved in object location memory for emotional information.
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